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B. KIRKWOOD AND B. R. MCDONALD is, β is iϋ-bilinear, β(x, x) = 0 for all x in 7 and the iϋ-module morphism from V to F* = Hom β (F, R) given by x-+ β( , x) is an isomorphism. We call the pair (V, β) a symplectic space. When the context is clear, (F, β) will be denoted by F.
Recall that an element x in V is unimodular if there is an / in F* with f(x) = 1; equivalently, if x = αΛ + + α Λ δ Λ where {&i, * , &J is a basis for F, then a? is unimodular if (a u -••, a n ) = R. If a; is unimodular then j?# is a free ϋJ-direct summand of dimension one. We call Rx a line. If a? is unimodular and F = Rx 0 TF, we call the protective module TΓ a hyper plane. Locally, W will have dimension n -1, but TF need not be free.
A hyperbolic pair {x, y) is a pair of unimodular vectors in F with the property that β{x, y) = 1. The module H=Rx(&Ry is called a hyperbolic plane and it is easy to see (for example, see [13] , pp. 150-151) that F splits as an orthogonal direct sum F = H _L H L where H 1 denotes the orthogonal complement of H.
Any unimodular vector u may be complemented to a hyperbolic pair as follows: By the above comments, there is an / in F* with f(u) = 1. Since β is nonsingular, there is a v in F with 1 = /(%) = β (u, v) . Then {%, v) is a hyperbolic pair.
A ring R is stably free if whenever F = VΊ® P where F and Fi are free ϋ?-modules, then P is a free iϋ-module. Combining this with the above remarks on hyperbolic pairs, we have the following proposition. PROPOSITION Let (F, β) and (F, β) be symplectic spaces of the same dimension. An JS-module isomorphism σ: 7-^ 7 is an isometry if for all x and y in F, we have β(σ(x), σ(y)) = /3(x, y). In this case we say F and F are isometric, denoted V ~ V. The group of isometries σ: (F, /3) -> (F, /5) is called the symplectic group of V and denoted by Sp(F).
Suppose V -H 1_W where H = Ru0Rv
is a hyperbolic plane in F. We next define several standard isometries with respect to H. It is straightforward to check that the above are isometries. (Note that β(σ(x) , σ{y)) = β(x 9 y) may be checked locally since each of the above localize nicely at prime ideals of R and here one may use ( [13] , pp. 159-161).)
A symplectic transvection τ is an isometry satisfying any of the following equivalent statements:
(a) There is a unimodular vector a in V and a scalar λ in R such that for all x in V,
(c) There is a hyperplane P with τ| P = identity. (See Theorem 4.1, p. 191 of [13] .)
The above symplectic transvection is denoted by τ atλ and we call L = Ra the line of τ a> z and P the hyperplane of τ a> χ.
The basic calculational properties of the above isometries are summarized in the next lemma. 
Thus, each of the above isometries may be written as products of ESD-transvections if 2 is a unit in R. Also, an argument analogous to the discussion in ( [13], pp. 193-197) 
Thus, set and we have 5
That is,
where σ\ H = identity, i.e., <? is in Sp(W). Thus, using 2.2, σ = Gu,χβv, y Φβ for suitable #, ?/ and ε.
It remains to check uniqueness. Assume
Apply both sides of the above equality to v. We obtain
hich implies ε = s le If x = α^ + ^ and α? x == α x u + x λ as in 2.2 (d), then 
A commutative ring R is said to fcαve one in its stable range or have stable range one if whenever a and /3 are in R with (α, β) = R then there is a δ in J? with α + δβ = unit. Stable range one rings (both commutative and noncommutative) have been examined from a ring theoretic viewpoint in [3] , [4] , [5] , and [20] . The role that stable range one rings play in linear algebra and the general linear group is discussed in [1] , [4] , [7] , [15] , [21] , a n in R with
x + a λ y λ + -+ θί n y n = unit .
Returning to the above calcutation (*) (or (**)) suppose that z = Σt δiUt + Σ< Vi v ί is unimodular. Since 2 is a unit, we then have
Thus, there exist a l9 a 2 , , α w , 7 2 , 7 3 , , Ί m with
where δ is a unit.
We will now develop a number of consequences of the above observation. First, is a sharpening of 2. Proof. Consider the unimodular vector σ (v) . By the discussion before 2.4, there is an ESD-transvection σ u>z with
where 8 is a unit. The result now follows from 2.3.
Let H = Ru φ Rv be a hyperbolic plane. Let i?O, v) denote the subgroup of Sp(F) generated by the isometries of the form σ UtX and σ υ>y for suitable x and y. Let P(u, v) denote the group generated by the Φ ε for ε a unit. Finally, let E(H) denote the subgroup generated by all ESD-transvections σ a , x and σ bfV where H = i2α φ Rb and /3(α, 6) = 1. Proof. By an induction argument, it suffices to prove the result when U = H is a hyperbolic plane. Let σ: H JL F-> iϊ J_ 7be an isometry. Let 1^ = α (£Γ) and V λ = σ(V). There is a product τ of elements in Sp (Hi Y) with τiϊ, = H. Then τίfr = H\ i.e., τF^Γ. Thus F ^ Γ.
If F is a symplectic space of dimension 2 over a commutative ring with stable range one, then Sp (V) is precisely the special linear group SL(F) of V. In this case, the structure of SL(F) is given in [15] . Proof. If dim(F) = 2, this is given in [15] . If dim(F) ^ 3, the proof is analogous to ([13] , Thm. It is easy to see that R/A has stable range one if R has stable range one, e.g., see (Prop. 2.6(a) of [14] ). In turn, π A induces a group morphism π A : We now study the commutator subgroup of Sp(F). To achieve the expected results we will see that we need units ε and η in R such that ε -η = 1. If 3 is a unit in R, then 3-2 = 1 and 3 and 2 will do. More generally, we can always assure this will happen if R has "2-fold" stable range one. Precisely, R has 2-fold stable range one if whenever (a lf δj = R and (α 2 , δ 2 ) = ϋ? then there is an a with a 1 + αδi = unit and a 2 + α& 2 = unit. The concept of "Axfold stable range one" rings was introduced in [7] . Suppose R has 2-fold stable range one. Then, using (1, 1) = R and (0, 1) = R we can find rj with 1 + η = ε (unit) and η = unit. Thus, we have units ε and ΎJ with ε -η = 1.
If G is a group, denote the commutator subgroup of G by [G, G] . Proof. It suffices to show that each generator σ U)X or σ VfX of Sp(V) can be written as a commutator. Consider σ UlX . Select units ε and η in R with ε -η = 1. Let α = 37- The isometry σ r , x is handled similarly.
3* The congruence subgroups* Let A be an ideal of the ring R. As noted in the previous section, the ring morphism π A : R -> R/A induces a group morphism π A :
The group morphism is in general not surjective; however, if R has stable range one and 2 a unit then it is surjective by 2.11. We note that, using the calculations in 2.2, the above expression for σ may be rewritten as a product of ESD-transvections of orders cA.
Suppose R is a commutative ring with 2 a unit and 2-fold stable range one (see discussion before 2.12): Let V = H x _L _L ϋΓ m be a decomposition into hyperbolic planes where H t = Rut 0 Rv t for 1 <Ξ: ΐ <; m. Let Thus, under the hypothesis of 3.3, then for x and y in E we have x = y modulo A V if and only if there is a a in SSp (V, A) with σx = y. Proof The proof is similar to the proof of 2. 8(b) or the proof in the local ring case given in ( [13] , Theorem 3.24). 
The group SSp(F, A) is generated by ESΌ-transvections of order contained in A.
Proof The proof is analogous to the proof where R is a local ring given in ( [13] , Theorem 4.9). The key idea is that if x = y modulo AV then the σ in SSp(F, A) with σ(x) -y may be written as a product of ESD-transvections as was noted after Theorem 3.2 
